
P R O D U C T  C A T A L O G

in a pikle



creators & owners

all the best,

Dear In A Pikle Customer,

We are excited to share with you our current line up of products for life’s little 
emergencies!

We began this journey with a product that made life a whole lot easier,
but at the time, it wasn't much to look at! It was a crude combination of a
kitchen hot pad and a hand full of snack baggies. It was functional, but
not the least bit fashionable! Through a lot of trial and error
we created the perfect combination of both!! 

Many years later we introduced the world to the "In A Pikle" bag....a
handy accessory for solving life's little emergencies. Since then, we have
had the opportunity to share and expand the "In A Pikle" brand to
encompass many compact products all designed to make life more
organized and prepare you for daily dilemmas...all while coordinating with your 
favorite purse or outfit!

This year’s new additions will feature bright and brilliant colors in classic
patterns and textures. (Have you see in the Sweet Pea Pikle?...and there’s more 
to come!) We hope our product helps you live life...Beautifully! 

Some of our most popular products like the Relish in Gold "In A Pikle" bag can be 
glamorous clutch or a petite purse ready to be filled with essentials to keep you 
out of a "pikle". Check out the new convenience items like the Glam Pak with 
essentials to keep you looking great on the go!

“Life's Crazy" and filled with daily "In A Pikle" moments! We hope our
products help you "Dill With It" in style!

 

BEAUTIFULLY

in a pikle



C O M P A C T O R G A N I Z E R S W I T H
E S S E N T I A L C O N V E N I E N C E
I T E M S N E E D E D F O R

LIFE’S LITTLE EMERGENCIES 

[3]

...all the things you need disguised 
as a fashionable accessory!

THE “IN A PIKLE” BAG IS A PATENT PENDING PRODUCT

?in aWHAT IS...

 The prices listed in this catalog represent the current MSRP for “In A Pikle” products.



PURSE DIAPER BAG

[4]

The "in a pikle" bag is small enough to fit in your purse, 

backpack, glove box, diaper bag or briefcase. 

It organizes all the "little" essential items that are 

needed on the go. 

The "in a pikle" bag measures 10” x 7” open and 3.5” in 

diameter when closed.  It comes with over 20 convenience 

items that fit in 4 double sided clear pouches for easy retrieval. 

GLOVE BOX BACKPACK

We've all found ourselves “in a pickle” at times! These are the 
moments you never expect and are not prepared for! A spill on 

your shirt, a missing button, an unsightly chin hair, a torn fingernail, or 
lunch stuck in your teeth. If you have children, you have even more 

unique challenges ranging from nose bleeds to skinned knees.

Where ever you go...we’ve got you covered!



iT’S WHAT’S iNSiDE
T H A T C O U N T S

[5]

Select the “in a pikle” bag with STARTER PAK and get 

over 20 convenience items including...

hand sanitizer pen     spot remover pen
3 antibacterial wipes     mirror & floss combo     tweezers     

nail clippers     2 emery boards     sewing kit     mini scissors     
24" tailor tape     3 hair bands

5 rubber bands     5 bobby pins     5 safety pins
5 paper clips     phil l ips head mini screw driver     

f lat head mini screw driver     mini pen     sticky notebook
adhesive bandages     travel tissues     pil l box

For a selection of all convenience items see page [50-57]

“In A Pikle” reserves the right to substitue any interior content for items of equal or greater value



COVER & 4 DOUBLE-SIDED
 INTERIOR POUCHES  

pak your pik le with exactly what you 
need see page [54-61] for custom 

inter ior i tem paks

$29.99 
[6]

HOW TO PURCHASE YOUR
iN A PIKLE BAG

+
4



cover,  4 double-s ided inter ior pouches 
and 20+ convenience i tems

12
3

45
6

9

S T A R T E R  P A K

$46.99 

COMPLETE PIKLE INCLUDES.. .

+
and

4

+
wristlet

[7]

“In A Pikle” reserves the right to substitue any interior content for items of equal or greater value



It’s kind of a big dill! The Dill Pikle features a large metal buckle that is not only cute, but also 
adjustable for more or less contents. The flap folds over the top and is secured with a strong 
magnet.  The Dill Pikle is made of polyester with a plastic overlay, making cleaning up a 

snap! See pages [10-13] for additional colors and patterns in the Dill Pikle Style. 

10428 - COVER + INTERIOR POUCHES                                               $29.99     
94001 - STARTER PAK                                                                                         $23.99
92240 - WRISTLET                                                                                                      $4.99
10440 - SHOULDER STRAP                                                                               $6.99
10427 - COMPLETE PIKLE + STARTER PAK + WRISTLET               $46.99  

LIME CIRCLES
THE ORIGINAL

[8]

* includes option to add shoulder strap

pikle



FIRST AID KIT
CUTS, BURNS & BITES

R E M E D Y

The doctor is in...we’ve got the remedy 
for minor cuts, burns and bug bites...the 

“In A Pikle” First Aid Kit!  Includes antibiotic 
ointment, sting relief, burn gel and 5 

adhesive bandages.  This is a must have 
addition to your “In A Pikle” essentials!

10165

$1.99 

[9]



[10]

pikle

Introducing the new Dill Pikle in Survivor Pink! Our signature Pikle pattern 
transformed with vivacious two toned pink.  It’s a perfect gift for the strong, 
surviving and thriving women in your life.  This style features a large metal buckle 
that is not only cute, but also adjustable for more or less contents. The 
coordinating flap folds over the top and is secured with a strong magnet.  The Dill 

Pikle style is made of printed polyester with a plastic overlay for easy cleaning.

10268 - COVER + INTERIOR POUCHES                                               $29.99     
94001 - STARTER PAK                                                                                         $23.99
10201 - WRISTLET                                                                                                      $4.99
10253 - SHOULDER STRAP                                                                                $6.99
10269 - COMPLETE PIKLE + STARTER PAK + WRISTLET               $46.99

SURVIVOR PINK



[11]

Love, Love my “In A Pikle” 
bag! I have everything at 

my fingertips...even at 
home.  I love how easy it is 
to unsnap and switch out 

my Pikle covers

#pikleprops



10012 - COVER + INTERIOR POUCHES                                               $29.99     
94001 - STARTER PAK                                                                                         $23.99
10005 - WRISTLET                                                                                                      $4.99
10011 -  COMPLETE PIKLE + STARTER PAK + WRISTLET              $46.99  

RETRO RED FLORAL 
almost gone...

[12]

10268 - COVER + INTERIOR POUCHES                                               $29.99     
94001 - STARTER PAK                                                                                         $23.99
10201 - WRISTLET                                                                                                      $4.99
10253 - SHOULDER STRAP                                                                                $6.99
10269 - COMPLETE PIKLE + STARTER PAK + WRISTLET               $46.99

DASHING STRIPES

* includes option to add shoulder strap, hardware may vary

*

pikle

Life’s crazy...dill with it in style with the Dill Pikle! This style features a large metal 
buckle that is not only cute, but also adjustable for more or less contents. The 
coordinating flap folds over the top and is secured with a strong magnet.  
Choose from four fashionable prints perfect for any personality.  The Dill Pikle 

style is made of printed polyester with a plastic overlay for easy cleaning.



91042 - COVER + INTERIOR POUCHES                                               $29.99     
94001 - STARTER PAK                                                                                         $23.99
92241 - WRISTLET                                                                                                      $4.99
91041 -  COMPLETE PIKLE + STARTER PAK + WRISTLET              $46.99  

KALEIDOSCOPE  
91022 - COVER + INTERIOR POUCHES                                               $29.99     
94001- STARTER PAK                                                                                          $23.99
92248 - WRISTLET                                                                                                      $4.99
91021 - COMPLETE PIKLE + STARTER PAK + WRISTLET               $46.99  

CORAL PAISLEY

The smallest of all daily disasters...loosing your 
earring back!  We are thrilled to introduce extra 

earring backs. Sold in sets of 6 with 3 types to 
best fit your earrings.

SEE PAGE [54-61] FOR ADDITIONAL INTERIOR ITEMS 

EARRING BACKS
LITTLE ITEM

B I G  S O L U T I O N

10433

$.50 



SWEET PEA PLAID
10606 -  COVER + INTERIOR POUCHES                                              $29.99     
94001 - STARTER PAK                                                                                         $23.99
10607 - WRISTLET                                                                                                      $4.99
10608- SHOULDER STRAP                                                                                $6.99
10605- COMPLETE PIKLE + STARTER PAK + WRISTLET               $46.99  

[14]

pea pikle

Introducing the new Sweet Pea Plaid Pikle!  Designed by our very own Crystal Parkinson, top 
Independent Distributor for 2015.  The plaid pattern is fresh and fun!  Brilliant coral constrasts 
turquoise blue in this vivacious plaid.  The new Plaid Pikle is a perfect combination of two of 
our most popular styles and the best of both worlds! The darling circle shaped silver buckle 
resembles our popular Sweet Pikle, but adjusts for more contents by simply moving the 
buckle.  It conveniently closes with a strong hidden magnet like our fabulous Dill Pikle style. 

Add a coordinating wristlet or shoulder strap in jade. (shoulder strap measures 57”) 

new arrival



GLAM PAK
B E A U T I F U L L Y  O R G A N I Z E D

S E I Z E  T H E  D A Y

10448

$7.99
 

Seize the day...glamour is a state of mind! 
Grab the Glam Pak, the solution to keep 
you beautifully organized.  This pak 
includes oil absorbing sheets, mirror and 
floss combo, earring backs, fillable nail 
polish bottles, cotton swabs and nail 
polish remover pads.

[21]

 I wish my shoes went 
through airport security as 

easily as my “In A Pikle” 
bag.  Your bags are so 

practical, it is like having 
a mini store inside your 
purse to handle those 

everyday emergencies.

#pikleprops

[15]



CANDIED ZIG-ZAG
10472 - COVER + INTERIOR POUCHES                                               $29.99     
94001 - STARTER PAK                                                                                         $23.99
10006 - WRISTLET                                                                                                      $4.99
10444 - SHOULDER STRAP                                                                                $6.99
10471 - COMPLETE PIKLE + STARTER PAK + WRISTLET               $46.99  

LICORICE BLOSSOM
10478 -  COVER + INTERIOR POUCHES                                              $29.99     
94001 - STARTER PAK                                                                                         $23.99
10008 - WRISTLET                                                                                                      $4.99
10441 - SHOULDER STRAP                                                                                $6.99
10477- COMPLETE PIKLE + STARTER PAK + WRISTLET               $46.99  

*

* includes option to add shoulder strap, hardware may vary

*

* includes option to add shoulder strap, hardware may vary

[16]

pikle

The Sweet Pikle features a handy ring closure. The sturdy strap inserts into the large ring 
and folds over itself.  It is secured in place with a hook & loop fastener and can easily be 
opened single handedly! Made of polyester fabric with plastic overlay and faux leather 
that wipes off easily. Several Sweet Pikle patterns include the option to add a shoulder 

strap, turning your “In A Pikle” bag into a petite purse. (shoulder strap measures 57”).

*

* includes option to add shoulder strap, hardware may vary

*

* includes option to add shoulder strap, hardware may vary

OUT OF STOCK
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91072 - COVER + INTERIOR POUCHES                                               $29.99     
94001 - STARTER PAK                                                                                         $23.99
92242 - WRISTLET                                                                                                      $4.99
91071 -  COMPLETE PIKLE + STARTER PAK + WRISTLET              $46.99  

BOHEMIAN BANDS

I fell in love with the “Pikle” 
products as soon as I saw 

them!  I love how unique the 
product is and the fact that I 

could fit so much in it!  
Whether it is a rubber band 
for my daughter’s soccer 

practice, make up, a pen, or 
medicince...I know exactly 

where everyting is! 

SUNSCREEN LOTION
F U N  I N  T H E  S U N

S P F  3 0  -  W A T E R  R E S I S T A N T

Feeling Hot, Hot Hot...Treat your skin with some 
sun protection that fits perfectly in your “In A 

Pikle” bag. This SPF 30 and water resistant 
sunscreen will allow you enjoy the sun longer.

SEE PAGE [54-61] FOR ADDITIONAL INTERIOR 

92110

$3.00



[18]

I ordered two sweet pikles, 
one for myself and one for 
my daughter.  These bags 
are super cute, and most 
importantly...absolutely 
necessary for life's crazy 

moments!

#pikleprops



THINK PINK
10276 -  COVER + INTERIOR POUCHES                                              $29.99     
94001 - STARTER PAK                                                                                         $23.99
10307 - WRISTLET                                                                                                      $4.99
10308 - SHOULDER STRAP                                                                                $6.99
10277 - COMPLETE PIKLE + STARTER PAK + WRISTLET               $46.99  

*

* includes option to add shoulder strap, hardware may vary

CHEETAH
10274 - COVER + INTERIOR POUCHES                                               $29.99     
94001 - STARTER PAK                                                                                         $23.99
10200 - WRISTLET                                                                                                      $4.99
10250 - SHOULDER STRAP                                                                                $6.99
10275 - COMPLETE PIKLE + STARTER PAK + WRISTLET               $46.99  

* includes option to add shoulder strap, hardware may vary

*

[19]

almost gone...



[20]

pikle

PERFECTLY PLUM
10601-  COVER + INTERIOR POUCHES                                              $29.99     
94001 - STARTER PAK                                                                                         $23.99
10603- WRISTLET                                                                                                      $4.99
10604- SHOULDER STRAP                                                                                $6.99
10602- COMPLETE PIKLE + STARTER PAK + WRISTLET               $46.99  

new arrival

Introducing the new Bread & Butter Pikle in Perfectly Plum. A lively purple paired with 
embossed crocodile faux leather.  A sophisticated twist to this trendy accessory. The 
double buckle adds a contemporary look to match any purse or briefcase and adjusts 

for more or less content. Each strap attaches securely with a magnet closure. 



These amazing little sheets instantly 
absorb excess oil and remove shine 

from your face.  Freshen up anytime, 
anywhere without smudging your 

makeup.  Made of all natural fiber.  
Includes 50 sheets.

OIL ABSORBING SHEETS
SPARKLE MORE

S H I N E  L E S S

10436

$3.00 

[21]

I keep my Pikle with me 
wherever I go!  There 
have been many a 

moment that I will think, I 
wish I had…then I 

remember, it is in my “In A 
Pikle” bag! It’s my new 

secret weapon!



*

10316- COVER + INTERIOR POUCHES                                               $29.99     
94001- STARTER PAK                                                                                          $23.99
10327 - WRISTLET                                                                                                      $4.99
10328 - SHOULDER STRAP                                                                                $6.99
10315 - COMPLETE PIKLE + STARTER PAK + WRISTLET               $46.99
  

RUBY RED
* includes option to add shoulder strap, hardware may vary

[22]

pikle

*

* includes option to add shoulder strap, hardware may vary

10404- COVER + INTERIOR POUCHES                                               $29.99     
94001- STARTER PAK                                                                                          $23.99
10405 - WRISTLET                                                                                                      $4.99
10406 - SHOULDER STRAP                                                                                $6.99
10403 - COMPLETE PIKLE + STARTER PAK + WRISTLET               $46.99
  

MIDNIGHT TWEED

OUT OF STOCK

The Bread & Butter Pikle is sheek! The double buckle adds a contemporary look to 
match any purse or briefcase and adjusts for more or less content. Each strap 
attaches securely with a magnet closure. Whether constructed of faux leather or 

coated polyester fabric, each cleans off easily with a damp cloth.  



SADDLE BLACK
10475 - COVER + INTERIOR POUCHES                                               $29.99     
94001 - STARTER PAK                                                                                         $23.99
10202 - WRISTLET                                                                                                      $4.99
10442 - SHOULDER STRAP                                                                                $6.99
10476 - COMPLETE PIKLE + STARTER PAK + WRISTLET               $46.99  

VICTORIA STRIPES
10474 -  COVER + INTERIOR POUCHES                                              $29.99     
94001 - STARTER PAK                                                                                         $23.99
10009 - WRISTLET                                                                                                      $4.99
10443 - SHOULDER STRAP                                                                                $6.99
10473 - COMPLETE PIKLE + STARTER PAK + WRISTLET               $46.99  

*

* includes option to add shoulder strap, hardware may vary

*

* includes option to add shoulder strap, hardware may vary

[23]

OUT OF STOCK



[24]

We’ve revamped the Pepper Pikle, exclusively for you!  It features a sleek linear flap with a 
pop of color in faux leather and a concealed hook and loop fastener. We’ve added a bit 

of extra adornment with a gold plate embossed with our signature “In A Pikle’ logo.  

10420 -  COVER + INTERIOR POUCHES                                              $29.99     
94001 -  STARTER PAK                                                                                        $23.99
10421 -  WRISTLET                                                                                                     $4.99
10422 -  SHOULDER STRAP                                                                               $6.99
10419- COMPLETE PIKLE + STARTER PAK + WRISTLET                $46.99

SUNSET
10424 - COVER + INTERIOR POUCHES                                               $29.99     
94001- STARTER PAK                                                                                          $23.99
10425 - WRISTLET                                                                                                      $4.99
10426 - SHOULDER STRAP                                                                                $6.99
10423 - COMPLETE PIKLE + STARTER PAK + WRISTLET               $46.99
  

AURORA

* *

* includes option to add shoulder strap, hardware may vary * includes option to add shoulder strap, hardware may vary

pikle



[25]

I can’t believe that in this 
one little bundle, not much 
bigger than a soda can, I 
can pluck my eyebrows, 
bandage a cut, treat a 

stain, find a tissue and take 
a pill on time. 

#pikleprops



SLEEK BLACK
91092 - COVER + INTERIOR POUCHES                                               $29.99     
94001 - STARTER PAK                                                                                         $23.99
92243 - WRISTLET                                                                                                      $4.99
91091 - COMPLETE PIKLE + STARTER PAK + WRISTLET               $46.99  

SOMETHING BLUE
10272 - COVER + INTERIOR POUCHES                                               $29.99     
94001 - STARTER PAK                                                                                         $23.99
10204 - WRISTLET                                                                                                      $4.99
10273 - COMPLETE PIKLE + STARTER PAK + WRISTLET               $46.99  

[26]

pikle

Spice it up with the Pepper Pikle! This fun design is functional and feminine. The ruffle 
embellishment will coordinate with any purse or bag. The ruffle strap wraps snuggly 

around and attaches with a hidden hook & loop fastener. 



Nail it down, get it right!  Introducing the new 
Refillable Nail Polish Bottles.  Keep your favorite 
nail color with you just in case you have the 
ultimate accident...breaking a nail! Simply pour 
your favorite polish into the bottle, seal it up tight 
and keep it in your “In A Pikle” bag or Bundle.  
Each nail polish bottle holds .06 ounces. 

NAIL POLISH BOTTLES
NAILED IT

R E F I L L A B L E

10434

$2.00 

*sold in sets of 2

[27]

#pikleprops

Found your products on 
Pinterest!  Love it!  Great 

bridal shower, off to 
college, or baby shower 
gift for a new momma!!! 
Not to mention stocking 

stuffers!  You’ve got a new 
customer!



[28]

pikle

*

10412 - COVER + INTERIOR POUCHES                                               $29.99     
94001- STARTER PAK                                                                                          $23.99
10413 - WRISTLET                                                                                                      $4.99
10414 - SHOULDER STRAP                                                                                $6.99
10411- COMPLETE PIKLE + STARTER PAK + WRISTLET               $46.99
  

GOLD
* includes option to add shoulder strap, hardware may vary

*

* includes option to add shoulder strap, hardware may vary

10416 - COVER + INTERIOR POUCHES                                               $29.99     
94001- STARTER PAK                                                                                          $23.99
10417 - WRISTLET                                                                                                      $4.99
10418 - SHOULDER STRAP                                                                                $6.99
10415 - COMPLETE PIKLE + STARTER PAK + WRISTLET               $46.99
  

ORCHID

The new Relish Pikle is feminine and glamorous!  Perfect for a night out or anyone who 
loves to live in high style.  Available in energetic orchid purple or a metallic gold faux 
leather.  This style features a little added bling with our signature “In A Pikle” embossed 
logo and embellishment in gold. Relish in having all you need in this stunning little 
clutch.  Add the optional shoulder strap that extends up to 57” turning this Pikle into a 

convenient cross body purse perfect for an evening out! 



Take your favorite perfume wherever you go with our 
Perfume Bottle. The easy pump system makes filling a 

snap.  Add it to your “In A Pikle” bag so you always 
have time to stop and smell the roses.

SEE PAGE [60-61] FOR ‘A LA CARTE ITEMS 

PERFUME BOTTLE
YOU SMELL NICE

R E F I L L A B L E

10240

$8.00 

[29]

I just received my 
“In A Pikle” bag and I love 

it!  It’s stylish, cute, and 
practical.  No more 

endless searching in my 
purse for things.  This is all I 

will ever need to carry 
from now on. Everything is 

so organized and all in 
one place!

#pikleprops
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pikle

SPRING GREEN DOTS
10163- COVER + INTERIOR POUCHES                                               $29.99     
94001 - STARTER PAK                                                                                         $23.99
10610 - WRISTLET                                                                                                      $4.99
10609 - COMPLETE PIKLE + STARTER PAK + WRISTLET              $46.99  

SUNSET STRIPES
10286 - COVER + INTERIOR POUCHES                                               $29.99     
94001 - STARTER PAK                                                                                         $23.99
10206 - WRISTLET                                                                                                      $4.99
10285 - COMPLETE PIKLE + STARTER PAK + WRISTLET               $46.99  

The Classic Pikle features a tailored envelope flap that attaches conveniently with an 
elastic loop. The elastic loop slides easily around a beautiful gold button creating 

versatility and allowing the bag to expand  for more contents.  



[31]

KEY CHAIN CADDY
K E E P  I T  W I T H  Y O U

M U S T  H A V E

Introducing...the “In A Pikle” Key Chain Caddy.  Not 
only will this keep your favorite lip balm or lip gloss close 
at hand, it also makes your keys easy to find. Made of 
lime green faux leather with polka dots. (measures 
5.25” x 1.5”) Don’t frett, it’s a snug fit for your “In A Pikle” 
lip gloss. 

10432

$5.99 

*Lip Balm not included.

SEE PAGE [60] FOR 
“IN A PIKLE” LIP BALM

#pikleprops



10430

$2.99 

[32]

A PLACE FOR EVERYTHING & 
E V E R Y T H I N G  I N  I T S  P L A C E

Everyone has a few little secrets! 
Introducing...the “In A Pikle” Privacy Pouch 
to keep discrete items  concealed. Like all 
“In A PIkle” pouches, the Privacy Pouch 
quickly snaps into your favorite cover.

With my “In A Pikle” bag I 
know exactly where 

everything is without having to 
search the bottom of my 

purse, saving time for more 
importlant things.  I will never 
go back to a “regular purse” 

again!

P I K L E  P R I V A C Y  P O U C H

#pikleprops



10310

$2.99 

[33]

 With 8 non-stick slots for credit or 
gift cards, now your “In A Pikle” 
bag really does have a spot for 

everything! The “In A Pikle” Credit 
Card Insert even has a place for 

your ID with a clear window for 
quick viewing.  

 I love that my “Pikle” 
has credit card inserts, I 
don’t like carrying large 

purses into stores, so I love 
that my wallet and 

emergency supplies all fit 
inside a small little clutch!  It's 
a mom's dream come true! 

PIKLE CREDIT CARD INSERT

#pikle props



in CANDIED ZIG-ZAG
10471 $46.99       10472 $29.99

*

in RUBY RED
10315 $46.99     10316 $29.99

*

PIKYOUR
pikle in CORAL PAISLEY 

91021 $46.99      91022 $29.99
in LIME CIRCLES

10427 $46.99          10428 $29.99
*

DILLPIKLE

in BOHEMIAN BANDS
91071 $46.99    91072 $29.99

in LICORICE BLOSSOM
10477 $46.99      10478 $29.99

*in THINK PINK
10277 $46.99         10276 $29.99

*

SWEETPIKLE

in SLEEK BLACK 
91091 $46.99      91092 $29.99

in SOMETHING BLUE
10273 $46.99    10272 $29.99

PEPPERPIKLE

in SUNSET
10419 $46.99    10420 $29.99

* in AURORA
10423 $46.99    10424 $29.99

*

BREAD&BUTTERPIKLE

in SADDLE BLACK
10475 $46.99    10476 $29.99

* in VICTORIA STRIPES
10473 $46.99      10474 $29.99

* in MIDNIGHT TWEED
10403 $46.99     10404 $29.99

*

RELISHPIKLE CLASSICPIKLE

in SUNSET STRIPES
10285 $46.99    10286 $29.99

in ORCHID
10415 $46.99    10416 $29.99

* in GLEAMING GOLD
10411 $46.99    10412 $29.99

* in SPRING GREEN DOTS
10609 $46.99    10163 $29.99

THESE SELECT STYLES AVAILABLE WITH THE OPTION TO ADD A SHOULDER STRAP*

GHERKINPIKLE

in RED
10271 $46.99    10270 $29.99

in GRAY
91131 $46.99    91132 $29.99

in CAMO
10021 $46.99    10022 $29.99

OUT OF STOCK

OUT OF STOCK OUT OF STOCK



in SURVIVOR PINK
00000 $46.99    00000  $29.99

*

new!

10605 $46.99    10606 $29.99
in SWEET PEA PLAID *

new!

in PERFECTLY PLUM
10602 $46.99     10601$29.99

*

new!

in POLKA DOTS
10300  $49.99

in RETRO RED FLORAL
10011 $46.99   10012 $29.99

in KALEIDOSCOPE
91041 $46.99    91042 $29.99

in DASHING STRIPES
10269 $46.99    10268 $29.99

*

10275 $46.99    10274 $29.99
in CHEETAH*

10306

$29.99

10279- COVER + INTERIOR POUCHES                                      $39.99     
10252- SHOULDER STRAP                                                                      $8.99
10203- WRISTLET                                                                                   $6.99
10230- DIAPER CHANGING MAT                              $6.99  

LOTS OF DOTS

Meet the BIG BROTHER to the original 
Pikle…the “In A Pikle Bundle” is a versatile 
new bag with a lot more room for 

ANYTHING you want to organize!  

in LOTS OF DOTS
10288 $59.99    10279 $39.99

Add a Wrist Strap...The hook and loop fastener means you can attach the Bundle to a stroller or cart 
when you’re on the go. Free up your hands by adding the exclusive Bundle Shoulder Strap. The 
Gherkin Bundle comes with 2 large double sided interior pouches and measures14.5” x 9” (without 

flap) open and 9” x  7” closed.

BLACK 
10281- COVER + INTERIOR POUCHES                                      $39.99     
10251- SHOULDER STRAP                                                                      $8.99
10287- WRIST STRAP                                                                                  $6.99
10230- DIAPER CHANGING MAT                              $6.99  
10246- BUNDLE REPLACEMENT POUCHES                     $4.99  

-set of 2 double sided pouches-
10289- BUNDLE + STARTER PAK + WRIST STRAP                      $59.99  

 Perfect for organizing fishing 
supplies, first aid items, 

gadgets and cords… The 
“Bundle” is perfect for 

everyone!

of n

“the bag he’ll be happy to carry!”

in BLACK
10289 $59.99    10281 $39.99

in DAZZLING CORAL
10400 $49.99

in KALEIDOSCOPE
10334 $59.99    10333 $39.99

in BLAZING CHEVRON
10330 $59.99    10329 $39.99

[35]

almost gone...

almost gone...



SCHOOL      CAMPING       HIKING       

[36]

The Gherkin Back Pak Pikle features an adjustable nylon strap and closes in 

a snap with a black clasp. The additional exterior mesh pocket is great for 

storing extra items.  The added D-ring allows for easy transportation....just 

clip on  your carabiner and go! 

GRAY
91132 - COVER + INTERIOR POUCHES                                               $29.99     
94001 - STARTER PAK                                                                                         $23.99
10027 - CARABINER                                                                                              $2.00
91131 - COMPLETE PIKLE + STARTER PAK + CARABINER      $46.99  



    [gûr’kin] 
       noun. 1. The Gherkin Back Pak or “Little Back Pak”        
 is perfect for guy or girl on the go,   
  outdoor enthusiast, or anyone who   
  thrives on being prepared.

 CAR       BRIEFCASE       BACKPACK  SCHOOL      CAMPING       HIKING       

SEE PAGE [57] 

THIS STYLE IS MADE EXTRA ROOMY TO FIT.ADDITIONAL
I T E M S O F F E R E D I N T H E . “ S A V V Y ” A N D “ S K O U T ” P A K S
 

carabiner

10027

$2.00 

RED
10270 - COVER + INTERIOR POUCHES                                               $29.99     
94001 - STARTER PAK                                                                                         $23.99
10027 - CARABINER                                                                                              $2.00
10271 - COMPLETE PIKLE + STARTER PAK + CARABINER      $46.99  

CAMO
10022 - COVER + INTERIOR POUCHES                                               $29.99     
94001 - STARTER PAK                                                                                         $23.99
10027 - CARABINER                                                                                              $2.00
10021 - COMPLETE PIKLE + STARTER PAK + CARABINER      $46.99  

[37]



[38]

“In A Pikle” moments often happen while on the road!  Don’t be without 
essential tools!  Our TOOL WRAP is a compact way to carry the most 
important tools in your car or organize household tools for those “little” jobs.  

 

Made of heavy canvas and coated inside with a 
durable vinyl.  The Tool Wrap is made for heavy labor! 
It measures 25” x 13“ open, and 8” x 13” closed with 
17 slots and pockets. The expandable nylon strap 

means it can hold more or less contents.

$29.99
10306

* T O O L S  N O T  I N C L U D E D

TOOLWRAP



[39]

“Finally a perfect size
tool kit for home and on the 

go!  There’s always something 
I need on hand  for quick 

projects...hanging a picture, 
fixing a toy or putting together 

new items.  This works 
perfectly for my art 

supplies too!”

TOOL CARD
O N E  C A R D

S O  M A N Y  G A D G E T S

Bottle opener, wrench, saw, ruler, can 
opener, bottle opener, knife edge and 

screw driver...just to name a few! The 
“In A Pikle” tool card has over 10 

functions and is small enough to fit in 
your “pikle” or wallet. 

92113

$3.00

#pikle props



[40]

10279 - COVER + INTERIOR POUCHES                                                                $39.99     
10252 - SHOULDER STRAP                                                                                                 $8.99
10203 - WRISTLET                                                                                                                       $6.99
10230 - DIAPER CHANGING MAT                                                                              $6.99  
10246 - ADDITIONAL LARGE INTERIOR POUCHES                                        $4.99

10288 - BUNDLE + STARTER PAK + WRIST STRAP                            $59.99    
-set of 2 double sided pouches-

LOTS OF DOTS

Meet the BIG BROTHER to the original 
Pikle…the “In A Pikle Bundle” is a versatile  
bag with a lot more room for ANYTHING 

you want to organize!  



S E T  O F  2
BUNDLE REPLACEMENT POUCHES

[41]

Need a diaper changing 
clutch?  How about a day 

pack for busy kids?
Organize diapers, wipes 

or travel games.

of joy

10246

$4.99 

The inside of the Bundle features double elastic straps on one side and a large mesh pocket 
on the other.  Each Bundle comes with 2 extra large double sided clear pouches that pop in 
and out like the original Pikle.  Purchase additional interior pouches for more organizing 

options. The front pocket zips shut to keep little essentials handy.  The Bundle measures 
14.5” x 9” (without flap) open and 9” x 7” closed. The back of the Bundle has an additional 

deep pouch that is great for storing the new Diaper Changing Mat. See page [47].

bundle pouches

SEE PAGE [53] FOR PRIVACY POUCHES TO FIT YOUR BUNDLE



10333 - COVER + INTERIOR POUCHES                                                                $39.99     
10332 - SHOULDER STRAP                                                                                                 $8.99
10331- WRISTLET                                                                                                                        $6.99
10230 - DIAPER CHANGING MAT                                                                              $6.99  
10246 - ADDITIONAL LARGE INTERIOR POUCHES                                        $4.99

10334 - BUNDLE + STARTER PAK + WRIST STRAP                           $59.99    
-set of 2 double sided pouches-

KALEIDOSCOPE

[42]

of beauty
Do you need a perfect 
travel bag? Organize 

toiletries, make-up and 
first aid.



Pucker up...Butter Cup! Keep those lips protected 
from everyday sun damage with the delicious 
sweet mint “In A Pikle” Lip Balm.  It’s a must have 
wherever life’s adventures take you.  

SEE PAGE [31] FOR OUR NEW KEY CHAIN CADDY.... 
PERFECT FOR TOTING YOUR LIP BALM

LIP BALM
PUCKER UP

S P F  1 5

92107

$2.50 

10329 - COVER + INTERIOR POUCHES                                                                $39.99     
10332 - SHOULDER STRAP                                                                                                 $8.99
10331- WRISTLET                                                                                                                        $6.99
10230 - DIAPER CHANGING MAT                                                                              $6.99  
10246 - ADDITIONAL LARGE INTERIOR POUCHES                                        $4.99

10330 - BUNDLE + STARTER PAK + WRIST STRAP                           $59.99    
-set of 2 double sided pouches-

BLAZING CHEVRON

[43]*for list of ingredients see page [60]



[44]

Add a Wrist Strap...The hook and loop fastener means you can attach the Bundle to a stroller or cart 
when you’re on the go. Free up your hands by adding the exclusive Bundle Shoulder Strap. The 
Gherkin Bundle comes with 2 large double sided interior pouches and measures14.5” x 9” (without 

flap) open and 9” x  7” closed.

BLACK 
10281 - COVER + INTERIOR POUCHES                                                                  $39.99     
10251 - SHOULDER STRAP                                                                                                   $8.99
10287 - WRIST STRAP                                                                                                                $6.99
10230 - DIAPER CHANGING MAT                                                                               $6.99  
10246 - BUNDLE REPLACEMENT POUCHES                                                          $4.99

10289 - BUNDLE + STARTER PAK + WRIST STRAP                            $59.99    
-set of 2 double sided pouches-

 Perfect for organizing fishing 
supplies, first aid items, 

gadgets and cords… The 
“Bundle” is perfect for 

everyone!

of fun

“the bag he’ll be happy to carry!”



J U S T  A D D  W A T E R

ANTI-BACTERIAL

SOAP SHEETS

 

[45]

Have you ever gone into a public 
restroom and realized they are out of 

soap?  Worry no more... “In A Pikle” 
soap sheets are here.  Each  package 

includes 15 soap slivers.  Remove a 
sheet, add water, and lather.  

10291

$2.00



BOTTLE WARMER
10304 - BOTTLE WARMER STARTER PAK                                 $14.99   
10305 - WARMER REFILLS                                                                   $12.99(PAK OF 4)    

[46]

portable bottle warmer by

Meet the only portable baby bottle warmer good for a full day of feeding!  In just 30 
minutes you will have a perfect tepid bottle (90-104 degrees) the temperature 
recommended by pediatricians.  The compact BottleSoc fits easily in the “In A Pikle” 
Bundle to go wherever you go...the car, air travel, shopping, theme parks, sporting 
events, and more.  One air-activated, self heating, warmer wrap will conveniently heat 
several different bottles throughout a day.  No boiling water, no electricity or 
microwaves.  Each non-toxic, disposable, biodegradable warmer wrap heats for up to 

10 hours or 3-5 bottles in a day.  

BOTTLE WARMER STARTER PAK 
(BottleSoc + 2 Warmers)

*bottle not included

Warms baby bottle on the go.

Large cotton ruffle helps keep baby 
and bottle dry.  

Easy to wipe leaks and dribbles from 
baby’s face.

Works with most 8-11 ounce reusable 
bottles. 

BottleSoc is reusable and washable.
 

FEATURES:



[47]

10232

$6.99 

•1 Goober Getter
•1 Baby Comb
•1 Baby Nail Clippers
•3 Thermometer Strips
•2 (Pak of 5) Cotton Swabs 

baby pak

changing mat

10230

$6.99 

Protect your little one from germs with the Diaper 
Changing Mat.  The Mat measures 15” x 22” and 
features a rubber side for easy cleaning. It 
conveniently folds up to fit easily in the Bundle 
back pocket.



[48]

10445

$2.99 

WIPE POUCH

YOU CAN NEVER BE TOO RICH OR... 
HAVE TOO MANY WIPES!

 Wipes fix just about every daily disaster!  We are thrilled to 
introduce our wipe pouch.  Custom sized to fit in our “In A 
Pikle” Bundle.  The Wipe Pouch features our signature slide 

closure and a strap to hook onto your stroller or cart.  Fill 
with your favorite wipes and use the convenient dispenser 
for one handed retrival.   The Wipe Pouch fits 15-20 wipes.   

*wipes not included



[49]

Thanks to “In A Pikle” my 
diaper bag has never 
been more organized!  
Makes traveling with a 

young child much easier!  
I can actually find 

things...it’s a miracle!

A PERFECT FIT IN THE....

#pikle props



[50]

10300 - BUNDLE BAG + SHOULDER STRAP + 2 INTERIOR POUCHES                    $49.99     
10246 - ADDITIONAL LARGE INTERIOR POUCHES                                                               $4.99  

POLKA DOTS

Each Bundle Bag comes with 2 double sided interior 
pouches and a detachable shoulder strap.

-set of 2 double sided pouches-



[51]

The new Bundle Bag  combines the organizing element of The Bundle with 
the look of a stylish purse. Use it as YOU like…

Organize credit & gift cards in your 
new Bundle Bag or Sweet/Gherkin 
Bundle.  Simply lay the credit card 
insert on top of existing pouches and 
snap into place. There are slots for 8 
cards with extra room for cash and 
receipts.

10311

$3.99 

CREDIT CARD INSERT

1 As a perfect purse that can easily house any of our Pikle styles, or...

2 Snap the Bundle pouches into the bottom of the bag to create 
interior pockets perfect for organizing all your essentials.

The Bundle Bag interior has a large zipper pocket on one side and a series 
of small pockets on the other side.  Measuring 10” x 8” with sides that unzip 
for added accessibility to everything inside. The Bundle Bag includes a 57“ 

shoulder strap for hands free toting. 
No more lost keys...an interior clasp will keep them handy.

Purchase additional interior pouches or the new Bundle Credit Card Insert 
for more organizing options.



[52]

10400 - BUNDLE BAG + SHOULDER STRAP + 2 INTERIOR POUCHES                    $49.99     
10246 - ADDITIONAL LARGE INTERIOR POUCHES                                                               $4.99  

DAZZLING CORAL

-set of 2 double sided pouches-  

Featuring a gold metallic faux leather paired 
with lively coral.  Snap in the Bundle Interior 
Pouches and fill with essential convenience 
items or slip your “In A Pikle” bag inside. 

Each Bundle Bag comes with 2 double sided interior 
pouches and a detachable shoulder strap.



TOILET SEAT COVERS
WE’VE GOT YOU COVERED

T R A V E L  P O U C H

Whenever you need to go, on the 
go...we’ve got you covered. 
Introducing the Toilet Seat Cover Travel 
Pouch.  Five disposable seat covers fit 
in a slim reclosable pouch that fits 
easily in the "In A Pikle" or Bundle interior 
pouches.

10241

$1.50 

10431

$3.99 

BUNDLE PRIVACY POUCH
The “In A Pikle” Bundle makes the
perfect travel companion.  We 
now introduce the Bundle Privacy 
Pouch to help you keep your 
secure items secret while abroad 
or at home. 

[53]



[49]

•1 Mini Stapler
•10 Staple Refill Bars
•1 Mini Tape Dispenser
•1 Mini Hole Punch

office pak

• Contact Lens Case 
• Eye Glass Repair Kit        
• Glass Cleaning Cloth
• Fillable Dropper

eye see u pak

*dropper comes empty to fill 
with your own choice of liquid

$9.99
10161

PAKYOUR PiKLE ...

[54]

10023

$3.99



[55]

My favorite motto: “It’s 
better to have and not 

need, than to need and 
not have.”  Certainly 

applies should you get 
yourself into a pickle.  

What a brilliant creation.

10448

$7.99

glam pak

• Oil Absorbing Sheets
• 2 Refillable Nail Polish Bottles
• Assorted Earring Backs
• Mirror and Floss
• 2 Pack Cotton Swabs (10 total)
• 6 Nail Polish Remover Pads

#pikle props



•1 spot remover pen 
•1 retractable mini scissors                             
•1 travel size sewing kit 
•1 24" tailor tape
•5 safety pins
•1 phillips head mini screw driver
•1 flat head mini screw driver
•5 paper clips
•5 rubber bands * These items included in the Complete Starter Pak

macgyver pak

•1 floss & mirror combo
•1 pair of tweezers                            
•1 pair of fingernail clippers
•2 emery boards
•3 hair bands
•5 bobby pins
•1 mini pen
•”In A Pikle” sticky notebook

beauty pak

* These items included in the Complete Starter Pak

[56]

94004

$7.99

94002

$8.99

94003

$7.99

•1 package soap sheets 
•8 individually wrapped 
  lens wipes           
•10 adhesive bandages
•1 pill box 
•1 package travel tissues   
•1 package toilet seat covers 

necessities pak



•1 Pocket Knife
•1 Flash Light
•1 Match Book
•1 Sunscreen SPF 30

skout pak

*All items will not fit in all styles, the additional Skout 
and Savvy Pak with the original Starter Pak will only 
fit in the Gherkin Back Pak style

* see page [61] for ingredient list

[57]

•1 Tool  Card 
•8 Lens Wipes
•1 Eye Glass Repair Kit
•1 Comb

savvy pak

*All items will not fit in all styles, the additional Skout 
and Savvy Pak with the original Starter Pak will only 
fit in the Gherkin Back Pak style

* see page [60] for ingredient list
•1 Lip Balm

$8.99
94006

$7.99
94005



H A N D . S A N I T I Z E R . P E N B A N D A I D S M I R R O R & F L O S S

STICKY NOTEPAD &.MINI.PEN

S A F E T Y P I N S

E M E R Y B O A R D S

S E W I N G K I TT A I L O R T A P E MINI SCREWDRIVERS

[58]

94001

92104                                                         $2.00           92101        10 pak $1.50              92105                     $2.00              

92122                                                         $1.50             92124                                               4 pak $1.00             

92126                      $.50              92127                      $.50              92117       set of 2 $1.00             92121         30 pak $1.00             

KEEP IT PACKED

[complete refill pak contains identical items and quantities as starter pak]

Active Ingredients: Ethyl Alcohol 62%
Inactive Ingredients:  Water, Fragrance, Aloe Vera, Glycerin and Carbopol. Latex Free Bandaids- Wrapper Contains Latex

Metric and Imperial- 25”/64cm Length

p u r c h a s e  a

COMPLETEREFILLpakOF OVER 20+ ITEMS

$23.99

DON’T RUN OUT OF THOSE LITTLE ESSENTIALS!

OUT OF STOCK



N A I L C L I P P E R S

T I S S U E S

S C I S S O R S P I L L B O X

T W E E Z E R S HAIR BANDS B O B B Y P I N S

P A P E R C L I P S R U B B E R B A N D S

INTERIOR REPLACEMENT POUCHES
S E T O F 4

interior pouches

$5.99 
97001

S P O T . R E M O V A L . P E N

92102                                                        $3.00              92108       10 pak $1.50              92106         3 pak $1.50              

92118                   $1.50            92119                   $1.50            92129         5 pak $1.00            92120       20 pak $1.50            

92128         5 pak $.50            92125                   $2.00           92112                   $1.00           

á la carte!

10024       30 pak $1.00            

[59]

“In A Pikle” reserves the right to substitue any interior content for items of equal or greater value

L E N S  W I P E S



EYE

.

GLASS

.

REPAIR

.

KIT
92115

$1.50

 

$2.00
 

SOAP SHEETS
10291

L I P B A L M
92107

$2.50
 

$3.00
 

.

$1.50
 

CONTACT
.
LENS

.
CASE

10003

$1.00

 C O M B
92116

POCKET

.

MAGNIFIER
10004

$2.00

 

$1.50 

L E N S

.

W I P E S

PAK OF 10

$3.00

 

F L A S H L I G H T
92123

$1.00

 

LENS

.

CLEANING

.

CLOTH
10002

. . .  

Active Ingredients: Avobenzone 2%, Octinoxate 7.5%.
Inactive Ingredients:  Beeswax, Coconut Oil, Flavoring, 
Ozokerite, Petrolatum, Stevia, Sunflower Oil, Vitamin E

anti-bacterial

Sodium Lauryl Sullfate, Tapioca Starch, Polyvinyle 
Alcohol, Glycerin, Cocamide Mea, Cocamide 
Propylbetaine, Water, Allantoin, Propyl 
Hydroxybenzoate, Methylparaben, Essence, CI42090

[60]

92114

92108

P O C K E T K N I F E

OIL ABSORBING SHEETS
10436

$3.00

NAIL POLISH BOTTLES
10434

$2.00

ASSORTED EARRING BACKS
10433

$.50

*made of natural fibers

MOREto love!
NEVER BE WITH OUT THE
T H I N G S . Y O U . N E E D . F O R 
LIFE’S LITTLE EMERGENCIES

SET OF 2
*bottles come empty to fill with your own polish
- each holds .06 oz *made of plastic and sterling silver



$3.00 

S U N S C R E E N
92110

$1.00 

D R O P P E R
10001

$1.00 

M A T C H . B O O K
92111

PAK OF 5

TOOL.CARD
92113

$3.00 

$1.50 

TOILET.SEAT.COVERS
10241

 

/

$8.00

P E R F U M E
.
B O T T L E

10240

$1.00 

COTTON
.
SWABS

10244

PAK OF 20

$1.50
 

THERMOMETER STRIP
10245

PAK OF 3

$2.00
 

G O O B E R
.

G E T T E R
10242

$2.00
 

BABY
.
NAIL

.
CLIPPERS

10243

$2.00
 

C A R A B I N E R
10027

 

 

*dropper comes empty to fill 
with your own choice of liquids

Active Ingredients: Avobenzone 2%, Octinoxate 2.5%, 

Inactive Ingredients:  Water, Emulsifying Wax, Shea 
Butter, Stearic Acid, Hydrogenated Methyl Abeitate, 

Octisalate 2%, Titanium Dioxide 1.25%...Sunscreen

Ethylhexyl Palmitate, Sunflower Seed Oil,  Phenoxyethanol, 
Benzoic Acid, Dehydroacetic Acid, Vitamin E, Isopropyl
Isostearate, Potassium Sorbate, Xanthan Gum, Sodium Benzoate.

[61]

NAIL POLISH REMOVER PADS
10435

$1.50

Á LA CARTEitems

 *contains no acetone



Need some extra room?
“In A Pikle” bags are designed with adjustablilty in mind.  Closures (magnet, 
hook & Look fastener, ring or buckle) adjust for more or less contents.

Got loose change?
Each “In A Pikle” bag has an expandable pocket with a heavy duty 

zipper and our signature “P” zipper pull.

ADJUSTABLE

ACCESSIBLE

IN THE DETAILS
beauty

[62]



CLEANABLE
In a mess?
Each “In A Pikle” bag is designed to be cleaned with a damp  
cloth.  Laminated polyester, vinyl or nylon canvas, makes each 
bag durable and cleanable.

Replacments?
The durable interior pouches are clear for easy visibility.  They can be 

removed for cleaning or when replacements are needed.  See Page [59]

REUSABLE

“Details are the difference between 
the GOOD stuff and the GREAT stuff!”

[63]



possibilities

[64]

R

CRAFT PIKLE

PACKING LIST:
- silly bands
- thread
- crochet kneedles
- tape
- glue

JEWELRY PIKLE

PACKING LIST:  
- earings
- necklaces
- watches
- braclets
- studs
- beads
- rings



[65]

SCHOOL

TOY PIKLE

PACKING LIST:  
- legos
- matchbox cars
- figurines
- pez dispenser
- silly puddy
- bouncy balls
- dice

PIKLE

PACKING LIST:  
- crayons
- calculator
- erasers
- post-its
- pens
- bandages
- paper clips

FISHING PIKLE

PACKING LIST:  
- hooks
- scissors
- lures
- flies
- fishing line



 

[66]

FIRST-AIDBUNDLE

BEAUTY BUNDLE

PACKING LIST:
- gause
- rubber gloves
- ointment
- medication
- bandages
- sanitizer
- ice pack
- emergency blanket

PACKING LIST:  
- nail polish
- decals
- nail file
- press-ons
- cotton balls



COUPON BUNDLE

ELECTRONICS BUNDLE

DANCE BUNDLE

PACKING LIST:
- coupons
- pen
- shopping list
- cash
- credit cards
- reward cards

PACKING LIST:  
- power cords
- mp3 player
- tablet
- headphones
- game console
- batteries

PACKING LIST:  
- shoes
- leggings
- camera
- tissues
- hair bands
- sewing kit

[67]



2017 In A Pikle ® Rights Reserved

R

KEEP IT PACKED& keep it with you!
Don’t be without the things you need!  “IN A PIKLE” has over
50 daily emergency solutions for life’s little emergencies

...disguised as a fashionable accessory!

w w w . i n a p i k l e . c o m


